
 

The mission of GISD is to ensure that every student achieves maximum potential. 

GISD Curriculum News 

What Is Rigor? 
Everyone knows that with the 
new STAAR testing system in 
place we must increase rigor to 
get our kids ready, but what does 
that really mean? 

rigor/engagement/higher-order thinking 

 

Strategy  
of the Week: 

Writ ing and journal ing support r ig or by 
he lping  s tudents int ernal i z e the  c ontent and, 

thus,  have  a mor e tho rough  under standing  of 

i t.   
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Sometimes it’s easiest to define something by first 

saying what it is not.  Rigor is not more problems 

or harder problems.  Instead, Webster tells us that 

rigor is “the quality of being extremely thorough, 

exhaustive, or accurate.”  Couple that with TEA’s 

new mantra, “Fewer, Clearer, Deeper,” and you 

begin to get a picture of a learner-centered 

classroom.  In the next few newsletters, we are 

going to be looking at aspects of a 

rigorous classroom – a menu of 

things to look for when you’re 

trying to identify or create . 
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Four Venues for Rigor 
   Researchers have identified many areas in 

the classroom that lend themselves to rigor, but we are 

going to focus on four:  writing/journaling, higher-

order thinking, academic vocabulary, and engagement. 

The purpose of writing and 

journaling in the classroom is to provide students a 

format to organize, process, and internalize their 

learning.  Experts in this area have identified strategies 

that content teachers should use when implementing 

writing into their classrooms:  writing should be 

FREQUENT (even daily), students should have a 

CHOICE of topics when possible, teachers should 

MODEL the writing process and format that they want 

Teachers do not 
require students to 
write in their 
classrooms to 
“help” the English 
teachers.  Writing 
in all classrooms 
allows the students 
to process and 
internalize the 
information from 
that content area. 

students to use in their classrooms, students should write for REAL PURPOSES and REAL 

AUDIENCES, students should be able to use a variety of writing MEDIUMS (online, foldables, 

pen/paper, etc.), and writing should be DISPLAYED in the classroom.  Further, while students will 

sometimes have quick writes, there needs to be EXTENDED writing in every classroom as well. 

  Journals should be very personal and visually stimulating.  A journal can include student 

writing, notes and examples, drawings and pictures, foldables, charts and graphs, annotated articles, etc.  

The journal should be a self-created reference tool for the student and should document their progress in 

understanding and internalizing the content.   

There are numerous websites to give you 
information, how-to’s, and topics for 
journal writing.  Here are just a couple: 
 
Instruction Strategies Online: 
http://olc.spsd.sk.ca/DE/PD/instr/strat
s/journal/ 
 
Designing Journals (Elementary): 
http://k6educators.about.com/cs/langua
geartswr/a/journalwriting.htm 
 
Google “Journals in the Classroom” for 
many more sites. 
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   Kids have been playing with foldables and 

teachers have been using them in the classroom for 

years, but when “engagement” became a curriculum 

buzzword, Dinah Zike took the foldable idea to the 

next level and organized the information into 

workshops and began a quest to educate educators 

about the value of folding paper in various ways  to 

organize, display, and arrange information. 

1.  Fold and cut paper in various ways to 

organize information. (What?  That sounds silly.)  

Here’s the deal – students study better and retain more 

when they organize information visually.  Foldables 

are visually interesting.  For example, if you have a 

What Is a Foldable? 

flap with a term, title or concept, you’re drawn to lift the flap and discover more.  The flap itself organizes 

information (main idea on front; details underneath, etc.).  2.  Have students write and draw the 

information onto the foldable. 3.  Tape or glue foldable into journal for future reference.   

 Your imagination is the limit on the foldables you or your students can create.  This is not just an 

elementary skill.  It works just fine for secondary students even though the content is more sophisticated.  

For lots of foldable ideas (and better instructions than I gave you) go to Dinah Zike’s page: 

http://www.fultonschools.org/k12/math/documents/FoldablesBook.pdf 
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 STAAR Tips: 
 

1. Have students glue STAAR or End-of-Course 
reference materials (available on the TEA website 
http://www.tea.state.tx.us/student.assessment/staar/) into their journals 
for quick access and to practice using. 

2. Math Teachers – keep some grade-level appropriate 
graphing paper (also on the TEA website) handy for 
students to use in their journals as well. 

 
Miscellaneous Tips: 
 

1. Remember that a safe classroom is very important 
when you are having the students write about topics 
that are sensitive in nature or emotionally charged, 
such as political topics.   

2. Find important content-related articles and have 
students glue them into their journals and then 
annotate them (make critical or explanatory notes in 
the article, summarize and highlight).  This will 
increase rigor and improve reading strategies if 
modeled and taught. 

3. Use journals for on-going topics as well as process 
standards that will be tested in STAAR and EOC. 

4. Social Studies Teachers – Have students draw maps or 
paste maps into journals to support topics they are 
studying (i.e. Western Expansionism). 

 
Every teacher in every subject at every grade level can make 

use of this instructional strategy! 


